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There are many works in colour that assume illumination change can be
modelled by multiplying sensor responses by individual scaling factors. The
early research in this area are sometimes grouped under the heading von Kries
adaptation: the scaling factors are applied to the cone responses. In more
recent studies, both in psychophysics and in computational analysis, it has
been proposed that scaling factors should be applied to linear combinations of
the cones which have narrower support: they should be applied to the so-called
“Sharp Sensors”.
In this paper we generalise the computational approach to spectral sharp-
ening in three important ways. First, we introduce Spherical Sampling as a
tool that allows us to enumerate in a principled way all linear combinations
of the cones. This allows us to, second, ﬁnd the optimal sharp sensors which
minimises a variety of error measures including CIE Delta E (previous work
on spectral sharpening minimised RMS) and colour ratio stability. Lastly, we
extend the spherical sampling paradigm to the multispectral case. Here the
objective is to model the interaction of light and surface in terms of colour
signal spectra. Spherical sampling is shown to improve on the state of the art.
c© 2012 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 330.1690, 330.1710, 330.1720
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1. Introduction
Colour values are generated through the interaction between the reﬂectance of an object,
the illumination of the scene and the spectral sensitivities of the eye or camera. A simple
colour formation model is written as:
pk =
∫
ω
Rk(λ)E(λ)S(λ)dλ, k = {R,G,B} (1)
Here E(λ) and S(λ) are, respectively, the spectral power distribution of the light and the
spectral reﬂectance of a surface (in percentage). Rk(λ) denotes one of the three spectral
sensitivities of the visual system (or camera) and pk denotes the R, G, or B response. The
integral is taken over the visible spectrum ω, which here and throughout this paper is assumed
to be between 400 and 700 nanometres. From Equation (1) it is not immediately clear how
the response vector p = [pR, pG, pB] for a given object reﬂectance under one light relates to
those under a second light. Remarkably, the relationship is statistically well modelled by a
3× 3 linear transform. We can write:
p1
i
≈ M1,2p2
i
(2)
where the single superscript denotes dependence on illumination and the subscript depends
on surface. Equation (2) teaches that surface i viewed under illuminant 1 is a 3 × 3 matrix
M1,2 transformation from the corresponding response vector under illuminant 2. The matrix
M1,2 only depends on the illuminant pair and not on the reﬂectance.
There are many studies explaining why equation (2) works. Assuming surface reﬂectance
functions can be written as a linear combination of 3 basis functions, then illuminant change
is exactly modelled by a 3 × 3 transform [1]. This idea was generalised by Marimont and
Wandell [2] who considered non-linear models of reﬂectances but linear models of the re-
sponses themselves. It could, for example, be the case that reﬂectance spectra are 5 or 6
dimensional [3] but even using these surfaces, interacting with typical lights, the model
(2) still works (in this case Marimont and Wandell showed how to derive an “eﬀective re-
ﬂectance” basis, i.e., that part of real reﬂectances that is important for image formation).
More formally, Forsyth [4] precisely deﬁnes the conditions where (2) will hold exactly. Em-
pirically, Equation (2) suﬃces to model illuminant change for the human visual system and
all commercial cameras the authors are aware of.
Equation (2) is of central importance to investigations into colour constancy. If we wish
to discount the colour cast due to the prevailing light from an image, it suﬃces to ﬁnd the
mapping (the 3×3 matrix transform) that removes this colour cast. For example, if an image
is captured under bluish light, then all the recorded sensor responses are biased in the blue
direction and, in particular, a white surface will itself be bluish. If we can ﬁnd the map that
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takes us from the blue light to a white reference illuminant, then applying this map will
remove the colour cast. This idea of ﬁnding the appropriate map is elucidated in Forsyth’s
colour constancy theory [4]. In fact, almost all constancy algorithms can be viewed from this
perspective. Of course, as simple as (2) is, there are 9 components in a 3× 3 matrix and so
colour constancy, i.e., calculating the 3× 3 matrix, is a 9-dimensional problem. Apart from
a theoretical algorithm presented by Forsyth, there are no practical 9-dimensional colour
constancy algorithms (there are algorithms which solve for the transform matrix but in each
case, the transform is parametrised by fewer than 9 numbers).
Early on, researchers [5, 6] adopted the even simpler von Kries, or Diagonal, model of
illuminant change:
p1
i
≈ D1,2p2
i
(3)
where D1,2 is a 3× 3 diagonal matrix. Typically, the components of the diagonal matrix are
chosen so that “white looks right”: if w1 and w2, respectively, denote the sensor response to
a perfect white diﬀuser for the two lights, then
D1,2i,i = w
1
i /w
2
i (4)
Equation (3) implies that illumination change is a process which operates in each sensor
response channel independently. This greatly simpliﬁes colour constancy computation and we
now only need to estimate the 3 parameters of the diagonal matrix transform. Remarkably,
the diagonal model turns out to be rather good at accounting for illuminant change in many
circumstances. Partly, this is explained by the fact that as the support of the sensor becomes
small, then a diagonal matrix will work well [4]. Empirically, a diagonal matrix works for
most cameras that have spectral sensitivities with support of 100 to 150 nanometres [5]. We
(and many others) have found that equation (3) works well for many camera systems.
In contrast with typical camera systems, cone spectral sensitivities are quite broad and
Von Kries adaptation, used to model illumination change, performs relatively poorly. In
Figure 1 we plot (top) the Smith-Pokorny [7] cone spectral sensitivities, (middle) the XYZ
colour matching functions [8] (which are a linear combination of the cones and are used
for measuring and communicating colour) and (bottom) the RGB sensitivities of a SONY
DXC-930 digital video camera [9]. A diagonal matrix works well for modelling illumination
change for the camera sensitivities shown (they meet the 150nm support condition) but only
partially for the cones [7] or colour matching functions [8].
In Spectral Sharpening we seek to ﬁnd a linear combination of the cones (or, indeed,
any other set of spectral sensitivities) with respect to which a diagonal model of illuminant
change works best. Mathematically, the Spectral Sharpening idea is written as:
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Fig. 1. Pokorny and Smith cones sensitivities (top) XYZ sensitivities (middle),
SONY DXC-930 sensitivities (bottom)
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T p1
i
≈ D1,2T p2
i
(5)
where the 3 × 3 matrix T is called a sharpening transform. The eﬀect of linear combining
cone responses is the same as substituting R(λ) = T R(λ) for R(λ) in the image formation
equation (1). Rearranging (5):
p1
i
≈ T −1D1,2T p2
i
(6)
The form of Equation (6) is useful for comparing the eﬃcacy of diagonal models of il-
lumination change: we begin in cone space, transform to sharp space, apply the von Kries
scalings and ﬁnally transform back to cone space. Because we end up back in cone space, we
are able to directly compare the performance of the diagonal model of illuminant change,
either using cone sensors directly or sharp sensors. In both cases, cone responses under one
light are mapped to cone responses under a second light.
In [10–13], it was shown there existed a linear combination of the cones with respect to
which a diagonal mapping approximately accounted for illuminant change (matrices of the
form T −1DT mapped responses across illumination with a small error).
However, almost without exception, the methods developed in previous papers minimised a
linear error, then the eﬃcacy of the transform was then evaluated according to a non-linear
metric (e.g. percentage error or CIE Lab colour diﬀerence). We examine this disconnect
in this paper. Surely, if we are interested in ﬁnding the sharp transform that minimises
colour diﬀerences, we should explicitly solve the colour diﬀerence minimisation problem.
More generally, in this paper, we are interested in solving for the best sharpening transform
for any arbitrary non-linear function.
Let f() denote an arbitrary non-linear mapping taking colour responses to perceptually
relevant coordinates. Examples of f() include the CIE Lab equations (see Appendix A) and
the CIE Luv coordinates [8]. We are interested in ﬁnding the best sharpening transform T
that minimises for all reﬂectances i and all lights j
f(pref
i
) ≈ f(T −1Dref,jT pj
i
) (7)
In (7), the superscript ref denotes a reference lighting condition. In our experiments (dis-
cussed later in the paper) we use D65 [14] as our reference light. To ﬁnd the best T it is
useful to rewrite (7) as the explicit minimisation of an error function
min
T
err =
∑
j
||f(pref
i
)− f(T −1Dref,jT T pji )|| (8)
where ||.|| is an appropriate norm (for CIE Lab it is the usual L2 norm). Other norms, such
as CIEDE2000, can also be considered. The diagonal matrix Dref,jT , which depends on the
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transform T , is the ratio of the response to a white surface under the lights ref and j (see
(4)). By minimising (8) we ﬁnd the best sensor basis with respect to which a von Kries
transform best minimises CIE Lab error.
Von Kries adaptation - that illumination change can be modelled by a diagonal matrix -
directly implies that the ratio of responses of an arbitrary pair of surfaces u and v should
be illuminant invariant. Indeed, the invariance of colour ratios implies von Kries adaptation
and vice versa [15]. In computer vision, colour ratios are used as light invariants where they
subserve tasks such as object recognition [16] and image indexing [17]. Colour ratios are also
at the heart of Land’s retinex theory [6] of human colour vision.
To maximise colour ratio stability across illumination we could solve for:
min
tk
err =
∑
j
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
tk.p
j
u
tk.p
j
v
− tk.p
ref
u
tk.p
ref
v
∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣ k ∈ {r, g, b} (9)
Here, tk denotes a single sharp sensor and ‘.’ is the vector dot-product. That is, we look
at ratio stability per sensor class: we separately optimise for the best red-, green- and blue
sensors. However, implemented directly the calculated error for one sharp sensor is not easily
interpretable (and so comparable) to those of a second sensor: the error measure does not
have a natural scale. So, we modify our optimisation to minimise a percentage error. Let
the vector cj(tk) denote m ratios where
j is the jth of N illuminants under which ratios are
calculated and tk denotes dependence on a particular sharp sensor. If there areM reﬂectances
then there are m = (M/2)(M − 1) ratios in c (where given the pair of ratios a/b and b/a we
always choose the ratio that is larger). The ﬁnal modiﬁed ratio error function is written as:
min
tk
1
N
N∑
j=1
‖cD65(tk)− cj(tk)‖
‖cD65(tk)‖
(10)
The optimisations of (8) and (10) are not easy to solve: there are no closed form solution
to these problems and none of the spectral sharpening methods hitherto minimised Delta E
or ratio error.
In this paper, we develop a new optimisation technique, which we call Spectral Sharpening
by Spherical Sampling, for ﬁnding the minima of arbitrary error functions. In our approach
individual sensors are visualised as points on the surfaces of a 3-dimensional sphere and
each set of sharp sensors corresponds to three points selected from the sphere’s surface. By
combinatorially sampling all triples of sensors and evaluating the error function for each
triple, it is a simple matter (and it turns out to be feasible too) to enumerate all possible
sets of sharp sensors. For each set we can compute (8) or (10) and then choose the sharp
sensors that perform best overall.
Of course, this approach can only work, ﬁrst, if the set of all sensors is sampled suﬃciently
ﬁnely and second, that the mapping that takes a point on the sphere and maps it to a linear
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combination of cone sensors, is well-behaved (proximate points on the sphere should map to
proximate sensors). Both of these technical issues are developed and addressed in section 3.
In section 4, we show how spherical sampling can be used to ﬁnd sharp sensors for minimising
CIE Lab error (8) and ratio error (10) that signiﬁcantly improves on the state of the art.
In [18], the 3-dimensional spectral sharpening idea was extended to model spectral in-
teractions. There, light and reﬂectance spectra are represented using linear combinations of
a small number of the same basis functions. Relative to this model, computing the multi-
plication of light and surface is expensive: for example, if we adopt a 6-dimensional basis
then the multiplication of light and surface is a weighted sum of “6 choose 2”=15 product
functions. The only exception occurs when the basis functions have disjoint spectral support.
In this case there are only 6 product functions (and spectral computation is twice as fast).
In [18], Spectral Sharpening was used to ﬁnd functions that have the most disjoint supports.
In section 5 of this paper, we show how the Sp erical Sampling method can be used to ﬁnd
a disjoint spectral basis that delivers more accurate spectral computation than before. The
paper concludes in section 6.
2. Background: Linear Spectral Sharpening
It may seem surprising that a full 3 × 3 matrix model of illumination change (2) can be
replaced by the 3 component diagonal matrix (5) albeit with respect to sharpened sensors.
To understand why such an approximation is possible and why the approximation should
also be tolerably accurate, it is useful to represent light and reﬂectances using linear basis
models. Let us assume that surface reﬂectance functions and illumination spectra can be
written as a linear sum of 3- and 2- dimensional basis functions, respectively.
S(λ) =
3∑
i=1
σiSi(λ) , E(λ) =
2∑
i=1
iEi(λ) (11)
With respect to these conditions, it was shown in [11] that there existed a spectral sharp-
ening transform where (5) and (6) held exactly: the error in (8) and (10) is exactly zero.
Signiﬁcantly, this approach, called perfect sharpening, is an algebraic result and holds for
all sensor sets. 3- and 2-dimensional spectral models of Daylight illumination and natural
reﬂectances provide a coarse, but tolerable, model of real lights and surfaces.
Linear model theory was extended by Marimont and Wandell [2] so that rather than
modelling spectral quantities, they ﬁnd linear models which best account for how spectra
interact and then project to form RGB values. For daylight spectra, the 3 − 2 model (3-d
reﬂectance and 2-d light) provides a reasonable ﬁt of cone response data. Further, in [12], it
was shown that for the converse 2− 3 (2-d reﬂectance and 3-d light) model condition, there
is a single unique spectral sharpening transform with respect to which von Kries adaptation
is also a perfect vehicle for illuminant change.
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More pragmatically, it seems natural to consider the sharpening problem given RGBs for
the same surfaces viewed under diﬀerent lights (rather than beginning with spectral models).
Let A and B denote 3 × N matrices of cone responses for N surfaces under two lights and
M be the 3× 3 least-squares matrix that minimises ||MA− B|| (M is calculated using the
Moore-Penrose inverse: M = BAt[AAt]−1). Rather than M , we would like to have a matrix
for the form shown in Equation (5). That is, we wish to break down M into a sharpening
transform and a diagonal matrix relating sharpened RGBs.
Serendipitously, the standard eigenvector/eigenvalue decomposition of matrix M returns
the sharpening transform T and diagonal matrix D we seek:
T −1DT = M (12)
It was shown that when we minimise ||M ′T A− T B||, the least-squares solution is diagonal
(M ′ = D). That is, this diagonal matrix transform is the optimal way to describe illuminant
change when the eigenvectors T are used as the sharpening transform. Data-based sharpening
returns the optimal least-squares sharp transform for any pair of lights.
More recently, Chong et al. [19] generalised data-based sharpening and presented a least-
squares formulation where for a set of illuminants the sharpening transform that best models
illumination change is found. However, one problem with the Chong et al. method is that it is
a local minimiser and as such it may not actually ﬁnd the best sharpening solution overall.
This said, it is our experience that the Chong et al. method will almost always converge
to the overall best least-squares solution. Signiﬁcantly, we can make this judgement only
because the Spherical sampling spectral sharpening method we develop in section 3 can ﬁnd
the global minimum. With the output of our method at hand, we verify the Chong et al.
method has also converged to the correct answer.
A third way to ﬁnd a sharpening transform is to consider only the properties of the
sensor spectral sensitivities themselves. Indeed, we commented earlier that a diagonal model
of illumination change for the SONY DXC930 camera sensors (bottom panel of Figure 1)
worked well but that it works less well for the cones or XYZ colour matching functions. By
visual inspection, the camera curves have much narrower support, and this is an important
indicator of how well illumination change can be modelled using a diagonal matrix. Indeed,
in the limit, sensors which are sensitive to single wavelengths of light (they are Dirac Delta
functions) support perfect von Kries adaptation irrespective of any constraints placed on the
dimensionality of surface reﬂectances.
In [11], Sensor-based sharpening was developed to ﬁnd the linear combination of the cones
that had maximal sensitivity in a given wavelength band. Optimising in short-, medium-
and long-wavelength bands leads to sharp-blue, sharp-green and sharp-red sensors. Sensor-
based sharp sensors, which were derived without statistical knowledge, support similar von
8
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Kries performance to the sensors which optimise statistical functions. We will return to
sensor-based sharpening in section 5.
Sharp transforms have also been derived from psychophysical experiments e.g. to predict
corresponding colour data [20] or as part of a colour appearance model [21]. Later in the
experimental section we will use the “Bradford” [20] sensors as representative of the sharp
sensors found in psychophysical experiments.
3. Non-linear Spectral Sharpening
There is no reason to assume that the “numbers” most important to perception are the raw
sensor response values recorded by the cones. Indeed, we are not aware of any perceptual
model of how we see that starts and ends with cone responses. Rather, these responses
are transformed by linear and non-linear functions to arrive at values which correlate more
closely with perceptual data. Thus, ﬁnding the best sharpening transform T so that the
approximation in (6) works best (i.e. minimising the ﬁt in terms of the cone responses) may
not be the best approach if we are interested in modelling what is actually visually important
to an observer.
Of course modelling what we see is far from being a solved problem. The best we can do
is to try and ﬁnd perceptual correlates relative to a given visual task. Indeed, much of the
applied work in imaging builds on research on colour diﬀerence estimation. The aim there
is to model how we see two similar colours and how we then judge the magnitude between
colour pairs. The CIE Lab formulae [8], for example, apply a non-linear transform to L,M
and S cone responses to form a corresponding L, a and b triplet. The Euclidean distance
between pairs of Lab triplets more closely accounts for colour diﬀerence judgements made by
observers. Signiﬁcantly, CIE Lab is at the foundation of several methods in applied imaging
that attempt to model how we gauge the perceptual distance between images [22, 23].
In this paper, we wish to ﬁnd the best spectral transform that minimises CIE Lab error.
The function f() in (8) is the mapping from cone responses to Lab triplets.
CIE Lab is far from being the only colour space of interest. So, we are interested in
developing a general solution to (8). In this paper we are also interested in computing the
best sharp transform of calculating colour ratios. Ratios are at the heart of the Retinex
theory of colour vision as well as, more pragmatically, being used in a variety of tasks in
computer vision [16,17]. In this second case, we are interested in the optimisation described
in (10).
3.A. Gradient Descent and Direct Search Methods
The starting point to solve either minimisation could be to use a sharpening transform
derived from an antecedent sharpening algorithm (e.g. the Perfect sharpening or Data-based
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sharpening described in section 2). These minimisations, while not tailored to the error
functions in (8) or (10), could be used as an initial guess for future optimisations. Classically,
we calculate derivatives of the error function with respect to the sharpening transform and
then add a “delta” to the sharpening transform so that the error is locally reduced. By
repeatedly perturbing the current best sharpening transform, the error is driven lower until
a local minimum is found. In the case where the error function is not easy to diﬀerentiate, a
direct-search method can be applied. The principle is similar. We search around the current
guess to ﬁnd a direction of change that reduces the error. However, the disadvantage of search
methods is they tend to converge to the local minimum slower than when the derivative of
the error function is known.
Unfortunately, gradient descent and direct search methods, by deﬁnition, are only guar-
anteed to ﬁnd a local minima. While for some problems one can prove there is a single
global minimum, in which case a search trategy will discover it, this is not true for our
optimisations. Later we compare the spherical sampling approach to ﬁnding the best sharp
sensors for maximising ratio stability to those discovered using a search-based optimisation.
Our new method delivers sensors which deliver better ratio stability.
3.B. Spherical Sampling
We begin with the simple observation that the optimisation problem would be easy if we
had a ﬁxed number of sharpening transforms. If we have M transforms we can rewrite the
minimisation of (8) as:
min
x
err =
∑
j
||f(pref
i
)− f(T −1x Dref,kx Txpji )|| , x ∈ 1, 2, · · · ,M (13)
and (10) is rewritten as
min
x
1
N
N∑
j=1
‖cD65x − cjx‖
‖cD65x ‖
(14)
As before, c denotes all pairs of ratios for M surfaces. The superscript denotes dependence
on illumination and the subscript x denotes the xth set of sharp sensors. This optimisation
is run 3 times to ﬁnd the best red-, green- and blue- sharp sensors that deliver the best ratio
stability.
We now show how we can generate a reasonable set of all sharp sensors and, in so doing,
validate these discrete optimisations. To develop our method, let us begin by thinking of our
sensor spectral sensitivity functions as a 31 × 3 matrix R of numbers, i.e., we sample the
L-, M- and S-cone mechanisms at 10 nanometer steps across the visible spectrum (400 to
700nm). In this discrete domain, a new sensor, which is a linear combination of the cones,
10
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can be written as Rp, where p is a 3-vector. Without loss of generality, let the magnitude
of ||p|| = 1 (since the magnitude of a sensor has no bearing on the adequacy or otherwise
of von Kries adaptation modelling illumination change). Accordingly, we can think of a new
sensor as a point on the surface of a 3-dimensional sphere (see ﬁgure 7 for a picture of points
uniformly distributed on a sphere). By randomly generating points, by spherical sampling,
on the surface of the sphere we can, discretely, model all possible sensors, which are linear
combinations of those represented by R. Selecting a triplet of points from the surface of
the sphere generates a set of 3 new sensors. Every triplet of points on the sphere’s surface
represents a candidate set of sharp sensors.
Ideally, we would like the distance between neighbouring points on the sphere to correspond
to the distance between the generated sensors. If p and p′ are coeﬃcient vectors such that
||p− p′||2 = δ, the squared distance between the corresponding sensors is written as:
[p− p′]tRtR[p− p′] = δ (15)
To make the diﬀerences between coeﬃcient vectors map to the same diﬀerences in sensors
we need to use an orthonormal sensor basis rather than the cones. Let us decompose our
31× 3 sensors R using the singular value decomposition (SVD) [24].
R = UΣV t (16)
here U is the orthonormal matrix, Σ is a 3× 3 diagonal matrix and V t is 3× 3 orthonormal
matrix. Because U is orthonormal (U tU = I [the identity matrix]), if ||p− p′||2 = δ then
[p− p′]tU tU [p− p′] = δ (17)
that is, the diﬀerence between points on the sphere maps to the same diﬀerence in the
generated sensors. Let us randomly choose 3 points on the sphere, p
1
, p
2
, p
3
. Then, we can
deﬁne a new candidate sharp sensor set as:
R = UP, P = [p
1
, p
2
, p
3
]; (18)
By randomly sampling all the points on the sphere, i.e., considering all possible P ’s of
Equation (18), we eﬀectively enumerate all possible sensor sets. The generated new sensor
sets are related to the original cone basis R:
R = UP = UΣV t(ΣV t)−1P = R(ΣV t)−1P. (19)
The sharpening matrix is written as:
T = ((ΣV t)−1P )t. (20)
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Fig. 2. Schema of the spherical sampling method. From a original sensor, we
ﬁnd the set of points P in the sphere. We sample the sphere around those
points, and then return to the sensor domain.
Empirically, we have found that linear combinations of sensors to a resolution of about
1 degrees apart suﬃced for optimising (13) or (14). This said, for the minimisation of (14)
it is advantageous to use a ﬁner search (computationally plausible since in that case we are
treating each sensor separately). Figure 2 shows the relationship between sensors, points on
the sphere and the sharpening transform. A 1-degree perturbation of XYZ functions is shown
in Figure 3 where the original and new XYZ functions were scaled so that the maxima for
each curve was 1.
Intuitively, a 1-degree resolution makes sense since if we cannot visually distinguish be-
tween two plots of a curve 1-degree apart, then it seems unlikely the diﬀerence is signiﬁcant
for vision.
3.C. Determining the sampling resolution
The sampling resolution we use is, however, not just based on intuition. Rather, we took the
1995 reﬂectances and 102 illuminants from [9] and generated Lab triplets for all 1995∗102 ≈
200000 cone response vectors. We then perturbed the true XYZs by k degrees and computed
approximate Lab values for the perturbed XYZ colour matching functions. Comparing actual
with approximate Labs we calculated the Delta E error to determine a measure of the visual
signiﬁcance of a k-degree sampling. We reduced k until the sampling error was in the range
12
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Fig. 3. XYZ curves (solid lines) versus XYZ perturbed 1-degree (dashed lines)
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of about 1 Delta E unit. We found that for k = 1, the average was less than 0.8 and no
single value was greater than 8. That is, images containing colours generated from actual or
approximate XYZs would be indistinguishable to a human observer [25].
3.D. A cautionary remark
Suppose we repeat this experiment but now start with the cone fundamentals. We generate
a second approximate set where each cone sensor is moved 1-degree away from the original.
As before, we wish to consider the similarity of the sensors in terms of how they sample light
and how similar or otherwise the responses are according to the CIE Lab formula. However,
before we can use the CIE Lab formula, we must ﬁrst map the cone responses to XYZs.
Unfortunately, because long- and medium-wave sensitive cone sensors are similar in shape,
the transform that maps cone curves to XYZ matching functions is in some mathematical
sense unstable (speciﬁcally, the transform will ave a high condition number). The import
of this is that two cone response vectors for the same surface and light for the original and
perturbed sets of cone sensitivities can be mapped to XYZs, which are much further apart.
For this second experiment we would conclude that sets of cone sensors (one degree apart)
were not “visually” equivalent to one another. A 1 degree sampling resolution would not
suﬃce. Yet, so long as we are seeking sensors which are suﬃciently decorrelated (true for the
sharp sensors we seek) this instability problem cannot occur. However, care must always be
taken to assess whether the problem can be placed in the discrete domain (e.g. whether for
the optimisation at hand a 1 degree diﬀerence might be signiﬁcant).
3.E. Implementation
We generate points on the surface of a 3-d sphere using Lovisolo and da Silva’s method [26]
(see Appendix B). In order to meet the expected 1 degree sampling resolution, we need to
generate 25000 points on the sphere. Of course we are, potentially, interested in all triplets of
sphere points:
(
25000
3
)
= 2.6 trillion sensor sets. If we treat R(λ) and −R(λ) as the same
sensor then there are about 1.3 trillion sets of sensors. While this is a very large number, it
is feasible to enumerate all these sensor sets.
However, for the spectral sharpening problem we do not have to consider all sensor sets.
Indeed, while diﬀerent studies have found a variety of sharp sensors, the discovered sensors
were not so diﬀerent from one another. So, we do not expect the best sharp set for any
optimisation to be too far from any other set of sharp sensors. Thus, we propose using an
answer from the linear optimisation approach (here we use Chong et al.’s algorithm [19]) as
“seed” sharp sensors. We need only search for sensors that are nearby. Our sharp red, green
and blue candidate sets are chosen so that all sensors are within 10 degrees of Chong’s seed
set, resulting in 185 sensors per channel or 6 million sensor sets in total.
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4. Experiments
The spherical sampling approach can be used to implement all of the linear spectral sharp-
ening methods discussed in section 2. Indeed, despite discretising the problem, spherical
sampling (as expected) returns almost the same sensors as found by the analytic meth-
ods themselves. In this section we use spherical sampling to minimise the non-linear error
functions of (13) and (14).
4.A. Finding sharp sensors that minimise CIE Delta E
Here, we search for sensors that are optimal with respect to CIE Delta E. Let us calculate the
colour response for a reﬂectance S(λ) under a D65 illuminant [14] and the colour matching
functions X (λ). We calculate its CIE Lab representation l:
l = f(ρ) = Lab(ρ) , ρ =
∫
ω
S(λ)D65(λ)X (λ)dλ (21)
Now, we compute the XYZ value for the same reﬂectance S(λ) under a second arbitrary
illuminant E(λ):
ρ′ =
∫
ω
S(λ)E(λ)X (λ)dλ (22)
The XYZ response is mapped to the D65 reference illuminant using a sharp transformation:
ρˆ = T −1DD65,ET ρ′ (23)
Here T is the matrix that maps XYZs (as opposed to cone fundamentals) to sharp coun-
terparts. Also note that the matrix DD65,E has diagonal components equal to the sharp
response of the sensors to D65 light divided by the sharp response to the second light E (see
Equation (4)).
Now, let lˆ = Lab(ρˆ) denote the estimate of the Lab coordinates of the surface under D65.
ΔE = ‖l − lˆ‖ (24)
Now, we wish to use the minimisation of (13) to ﬁnd the sharp transform that minimises
Delta E errors. For reﬂectances, we used the 1995 reﬂectances of Barnard et al. [9]. We
use four diﬀerent illuminant datasets. The ﬁrst dataset consists of the 102 illuminant set
of SFU [9]. The other three datasets are subsets of this one. In dataset 2, there are 11
lights comprising three Fluorescent lights and 8 daylights. The third dataset contains just
the daylights from dataset 2. Finally, dataset 4 was computed in the following way: We
converted the 102 illuminants to CIELab. Afterwards, we computed a k-means clustering
for 10 classes. Once the classes were constructed we selected the illuminant closest to the
centroid of each class.
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For each dataset we use our spherical sampling method to optimise for the best sharp
sensors that minimises the mean, median and 75% quantile error. In all cases the Chong et
al. sharpening transform is used as a seed (with respect to which we generate proximal sharp
sensors by spherical sampling). Results are summarised in Table 1. The best algorithm for
each column is shown in bold.
Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
Med Mean 75% Med Mean 75% Med Mean 75% Med Mean 75%
Spherical S. 0.79 1.79 2.00 0.93 2.23 2.50 0.58 1.07 1.20 0.91 2.17 2.59
Chong’s method 0.99 1.90 2.35 1.45 2.50 3.27 0.64 1.13 1.35 1.51 2.62 3.43
Bradford 0.95 1.99 2.26 1.21 2.59 2.97 0.83 1.34 1.71 1.07 2.42 2.95
XYZ 1.80 2.85 4.02 2.53 3.65 5.16 1.98 2.90 4.06 2.19 3.30 4.69
Table 1. Results of the experiment minimising CIE Delta E error for the four
diﬀerent illuminant datasets (measures: median, mean and 75% of ΔE).
It is clear that in all cases spherical sampling delivers a signiﬁcantly improved Delta
E error. Compared with the Chong et al. method (designed to optimise linear error), the
improvement can be as much as 50%.
In Figure 4 we show the derived optimal sharp sensors for each of the four illuminant
datasets.
4.B. Finding sharp sensors that maximise colour ratio stability
We use the same 4 data sets as before, but we are now interested in ﬁnding the sharp
transform that maximises ratio stability. Using our sampling method, we can ﬁnd the sensors
that minimises (14). From a 250000 points sampling on the sphere (ﬁner than before as
stated in section 3.B), we chose the 4200 points which were within 15 degrees from a seed
sensor. More sensors are used here because we found that the sharp sensors which worked
best for optimising ratio stability were more diﬀerent from the linear sharp sensors found in
antecedent studies than was the case for the sensors that optimized CIE Lab error. Here we
use the Bradford sensors for seed points since these sensors were found to have better ratio
stability compared with Chong (though, we arrive at an almost identical result if we seed
with Chong). In the ﬁrst row of Table 2, we report the average of the ratio error for our
method.
The second row shows the best performance for other sharpening methods (we chose the
sharp sensors from Chong et al. and Bradford that returned the lowest average % error).
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Fig. 4. Sharp sensors for the experiment minimising CIE Delta E error for the
four diﬀerent datasets. Dataset 1: 102 illuminants (straight line). Dataset 2: 8
daylights and 3 ﬂuorescent lights (dashed line). Dataset 3: 8 daylights (dotted
line). Dataset 4: 10 illuminants (dashed-dotted line). XYZ sensitivities are
plotted in black
Again we note that the performance increase is quite large and is sometimes in excess of
50% compared to conventional sharpening methods.
In Figure 5 we show the sharp sensors that maximise ratio stability. Notice that compared
to either the sensors found to minimise least-squares error or CIE Delta E, these sensors
tend to be a little more broad-band. Intuitively this makes sense: the sharper the sensor the
larger the negative lobe and the more likely that an integrated sensor response close to zero
will be encountered. Small perturbations of small values can result in large ratio error. The
sensors that support the most stable colour ratios have small negative lobes.
4.C. Spherical Sampling vs Gradient Descent and direct search methods
The reader may wonder whether a gradient descent or searching type approach [27] could
be used so that similar results were achieved. To test this we took our seed sensors (the
Bradford curves) and then simply searched for a local minimum of our error function. The
results of this experiment are shown in the 3rd row of Table 2. The good news is that for
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Fig. 5. Sharp sensors for the experiment maximising colour ratio stability for
the four diﬀerent datasets. XYZ sensitivities are plotted in black.
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Dataset 1 Dataset 2 Dataset 3 Dataset 4
R G B R G B R G B R G B
Spherical S. 0.0282 0.0739 0.0278 0.0354 0.0961 0.0326 0.0246 0.0360 0.0283 0.0322 0.0839 0.0317
Other sharpening 0.0485 0.0861 0.0492 0.0685 0.1049 0.0404 0.0506 0.0393 0.0580 0.0707 0.1042 0.0381
Searching approach 0.0282 0.0747 0.0394 0.0354 0.1004 0.0727 0.0246 0.0360 0.0403 0.0337 * 0.0573
Table 2. Average ratio error for 4 illuminant data sets and 3 methods (see text
for description)
4 of the 12 sensor optimisations, searching led to the same answer as spherical sampling
(but no better). For 7 of the remaining search optimisations, the optimised sensor can be
over 50% higher compared with spherical sampling. In the case where we optimise “sharp
green” for the 4th illuminant dataset, the optimisation actually converges to “sharp red”.
This illustrates the usefulness of placing a prior constraint on the search space (as is easily
done in spherical sampling).
5. Finding sharp sensors that reduce the complexity of spectral calculations
Drew and Finlayson (henceforth DF) [18] showed that spectral sharpening could be used
to simplify the cost of calculating the modelling of the interaction of light and reﬂectance
spectra. Here we investigate whether spherical sampling can be used to further improve their
method.
As in section 3, we carry out our development using 31-vectors to represent light and
surfaces. Now, we write the product of light E of dimension (31 × 1) and surface S, called
the colour signal, denoted as C
C = diag(E)S (25)
where diag() converts a vector to a diagonal matrix.
DF deﬁne a matrix C (31×K) containing the set of all possible colour signals given a set
of lights and a set of reﬂectances. A low dimensional basis for this matrix C is computed via
the singular value decomposition (SVD)
C = UΣV t (26)
where U is a 31 × 31 matrix, Σ is a 31 × K matrix and V is a K × K matrix. The ﬁrst
6 columns of U deﬁnes a basis set B which is optimal in a least-squares sense. That is,
linear combinations of the columns of B will best reconstruct the colour signal data set
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(compared with any other choice of basis set). Suppose further that we describe reﬂectance
and illumination using this basis (even though it was derived from their product). If e are
the coordinates of an illuminant and s are the 6-dimensional coordinates for a reﬂectance
in the basis B, then we would like diag(e)s = c (where c is the coordinates of the actual
colour signal spectrum in the same basis). DF call this the “factor model” of spectral image
formation.
Intuitively, if B were a basis where the support of each function spanned a diﬀerent part
of the visible spectrum (at any wavelength only one basis vector is non zero) then this basis
would behave in the desired manner. Yet, a basis deﬁned in this way would not capture
the statistics of lights and surfaces. Instead, DF proposed ﬁnding a linear combination of
B where the factor model works best. They found their basis set using the “sensor-based”
sharpening method (see [28] and background section).
Intuitively, if B contained 6 narrow band (power at a single wavelength) functions then
the factor model would hold exactly, though, such a model would not accurately describe
the continuous functions of wavelengths which are real colour signals. The idea in sensor
based sharpening is to ﬁnd the linear combination of the basis vectors that are maximally
concentrated in a given wavelength band.
Let T denote the 6× 6 matrix mapping the basis to a sharp counterpart:
Bˆ = BT (27)
Let us denote the illuminant E with respect to the new basis by a 6× 1 vector e:
e = BˆtE (28)
Similarly, S is represented by a 6× 1 vector s:
s = BˆtS (29)
Given vectors e, s the best least-squares approximation to the original signals is:
Eˆ = Bˆ+e (30)
Sˆ = Bˆ+s (31)
where B+ = B[BtB]−1 (since B+BtV = B[BtB]−1BtV and B[BtB]−1Bt is the projector of
B).
In the new basis, a colour signal c is computed as:
c = diag(e)s (32)
And, C is computed as:
Cˆ = Bˆ+c (33)
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5.A. Results
Let us repeat DF’s spectral computation experiment. We calculate the best 6 colour signal
basis vectors which model all pairs of 7 lights (A, C, D48, D55, D65, D75 and D100) multiplied
by Vrhel’s 170 measured reﬂectances [29]. We then carried out “sensor-based” sharpening
to ﬁnd the best “almost disjoint” linear combination that DF used in their factor model
of spectral calculation. This factor basis is also used as the “seed” for further optimisation
using our spherical sampling method. Figure 6 (top) shows the colour signal basis functions
and Figure 6 (middle) the corresponding sharpened counterparts.
For a given approximate colour signal spectrum (calculated using the factor model) we
could compare it to the true original in many ways. We could compare the spectral diﬀerence
(one of the tests used by DF). Equally, and this is what we do here, we could integrate the
spectra with the XYZ colour matching functions and then calculate the CIE Lab colour
diﬀerence. We use 6-d spherical sampling to ﬁnd the best factor model to minimise CIE Lab
Delta E error.
Using spherical sampling we generate just 12 points near each of the 6 DF basis vectors
(using a 10 degrees distance). We do this because this implies 126 ≈ 3000000 new colour
signal bases to test. Because we only have a few neighbours, the sampling resolution is coarser
than for the 3-d spectral sharpening case. The optimal basis found by spherical sampling Bˆ
is the one which minimises CIE Delta E and is shown in Figure 6 (bottom).
Results for the original DF method and DF+spherical sampling are reported in Table
3. Spherical sampling, even at a coarser resolution, in 6D delivers a signiﬁcant increase in
performance.
Method All illuminants Without A illuminant
Spherical sampling 1.27 0.99
Sensor-based sharpening 2.60 1.60
Colour Signal basis 30.70 30.23
Table 3. Results of the experiment for spectra recovering. Measure: mean ΔE.
First column: all the illuminants. Second columns: without illuminant A
While we have substantively improved the performance of the factor model of spectral
image calculation, this experiment also illustrates the limits of spherical sharpening. In 6
dimensions we were only able to enumerate all “factor” bases in a very coarse way. It could
well be that even better results would be possible if we could, combinatorially, sample the
search space more ﬁnely.
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Fig. 6. Colour signal basis functions(top), DF corresponding sharpened coun-
terparts (middle), Spherical sampling sharpened counterparts (bottom)
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We believe that in 3-dimensional colour spaces spherical sampling will almost always suﬃce
to ﬁnd a good answer to a given optimisation. As the dimension of the optimisation problems
increases the spherical sampling method will, like conventional search based methods, only
be useful to probe “local” solutions.
6. Conclusions
Spectral sharpening ﬁnds linear combinations of the cones or camera sensors with respect
to which a diagonal matrix accurately models illuminant change. There are many methods
reported in the literature for ﬁnding sharp sensors. The diﬀerence in the methods is due to
the diﬀerence in their optimisation criteria. However, in all cases, antecedent methods found
the sharp sensors that minimised simple error measures (like linear least-squares).
In this paper, we present a new sharpening method that allows us to optimise an arbitrary
objective function. We begin by showing how the set of all possible sensors for a trichromatic
system can be represented as points on a 3-dimensional sphere. Finding all triplets of points
allows us to enumerate all possible sensor sets. We used this spherical sampling procedure to
ﬁnd the sharp sensors which (1) minimised CIE Delta E error and (2) maximised the stability
of colour ratios across illumination. The optimal sharp sensors found delivered signiﬁcant
performance increase compared to sharp sensors derived using conventional optimisation
approaches.
We also extended our sharpening method to the multispectral case. Here, we wish to ﬁnd
a multispectral sharp basis with respect to which we can both model the spectral shape of
lights and surfaces and model their interaction by the multiplication of their respective model
weights. Eﬀectively, we extend von Kries adaptation to the multispectral domain where it
is called the factor model of image formation. Again, we show that spherical sampling can
improve the basis selection. We ﬁnd a basis set that leads to much improved perceptual
spectral recovery using the factor model.
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Appendix A: Conversion from XYZ to CIELAB
Let us consider (X, Y, Z) a point under XYZ coordinates. Let us deﬁne the reference white
point of XYZ as (Xw, Yw, Zw). The conversion from XYZ to CIELAB is computed as:
L∗ = 116f
(
Y
Yw
)
− 16
a∗ = 500
(
f
(
X
Xw
)
− f
(
Y
Yw
))
(34)
b∗ = 500
(
f
(
Y
Yw
)
− f
(
Z
Zw
))
(35)
where
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f(x) =
{
x
1
3 if x > 6
29
3
1
3
(
29
6
)2
x+ 4
29
elsewhere
(36)
Appendix B: Lovisolo and da Silva method
The method proposed by Lovisolo and Da Silva [26] is based on the following assumption.
If we have a big number of points K, there is one set of vectors uniformly distributed on a
n-dimensional hyper-sphere that deﬁnes a tiling on the hyper-sphere by identical hypercubes
of dimension N − 1.
A point p over the n-sphere in spherical coordinates will be represented as p = [1 ω1 · · ·ωn].
If we deﬁne the length of each hypercube as δ, this value can be deﬁned as an addition of
small variation of this spherical coordinates Δω1 , · · · ,Δωn as follows
δ = Δω1
δ = Δωj
j−1∑
i=1
sinωj, j = 2 : n− 1 (37)
It should be noted that, given δ and a point ω1, · · · , ωn we can compute the diﬀerent values
for Δω1 , · · · ,Δωn . On the other side, it is possible to compute the length δ assuming that
the sum of the area of all the hypercubes shall be equivalent to the area of the sphere. From
this, we have
An = Kδ
n−1 (38)
where K is the number of hypercubes or points we want to sample, and An is the area of
the sphere, which can be computed as:
An =
nπn/2
(n/2)!
for n even
An =
n2nπ(n−1)/2
(
n−1
2
)
!
n!
for n odd (39)
Using the relations stated above, Lovisolo and Da Silva proposed the following algo-
rithm
1: compute Δω1 from equation (37)
2: for ω1 =
Δω1
2
to π in increments of Δω1 do
3: compute Δω2 from equation (37)
4: for ω2 =
Δω2
2
to π in increments of Δω2 do
5: ...
6: compute Δωn−2 from equation (37)
7: for ωn−2 =
Δωn−2
2
to π in increments of Δωn−2 do
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Fig. 7. Points sampled with the Lovisolo and Da Silva algorithm for three
dimensions
8: compute Δωn−1 from equation (37)
9: for ωn−1 =
Δωn−1
2
to 2π in increments of Δωn−1 do
10: for i = 1...n− 1 do
11: compute xi = sinωw1 · · · sinωwi−1 cosωwi
12: end for
13: compute xn = sinωw1 · · · sinωwn−2 sinωwn−1
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for
17: end for
An example of points sampled with the Lovisolo and Da Silva algorithm, 2000 points in the
3-d sphere, is plotted in Figure 7.
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